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Centaurus A 
Distanza: ~ 5 Mpc 

arancio: radio 
blu: raggi X 

bianco: ottico 



Dist. ~ 230 Mpc 

~ 11 kpc 



Radiazione da particelle cariche accelerate 
1.  Caso non relativistico (v<<c) 
Comp. Radiale (Coulomb)    Comp. Tangenziale         Energia totale irraggiata (Larmor) 
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Radiazione di sincrotrone (elettroni in un campo magnetico) 

Un elettrone che si muove con velocità v in un campo magnetico uniforme B con 
angolo (pitch angle): 

viene costretto in una spirale intorno alle linee di forza del campo con un raggio, una 
frequenza e un’accelerazione centripeta:   
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Spettro della radiazione di sincrotrone 
Per elettroni con una distribuzione di energie a legge di potenza: N(E) = κE-p 
l’emissione (di sincrotrone) ha anch’essa una legge di potenza: 
                            dove:  α = (p-1)/2;  
la polarizzazione lineare è   P = (p+1)/(p+7/3); per p=2.5   P=72%. 
A basse frequenze, cioè per hν << γmc2, si ha il cosidetto autoassorbimento di 
sincrotrone: 

J(ν) ∝ ν−α

J(ν) ∝ ν5/2



Classi I e II di Fanaroff e Riley 

  FR I, più brillanti al centro: 3C31                FR II, più brillanti ai bordi: 3C98                                    



Le classi di Fanaroff e Riley, definite morfologicamente, hanno anche una 
netta separazione in luminosità radio a ~1025 W Hz-1 



Galassie ospiti 
Le galassie ospiti sono generalmente galassie ellittiche. 



Ammasso della Vergine 

M87 



M87 jet 



Indice spettrale del jet di M87 (Biretta et al. 1991) 

τ ∝ ν−1/2B−3/2Tempo di vita degli elettroni: 
Nel radio τ~105 anni, nell’ottico τ~100 anni, nei raggi X τ~10 anni 



Moti superluminali 

In 3C 279 la velocità trasversale 
apparente di un “knot” è: 

                  vT ~4.3c 



βmax
T = βγ

Moti superluminali 

βT =
βsinθ

1− βcosθ



Allineamento radio-ottico in radio-galassie distanti 

3C 266 
z =1.272  

3C 324 
z =1.206  

3C 368 
z =1.132  

3C 280 
z =0.996  



Allineamento radio-ottico in radio-galassie distanti 
McCarthy et al. 1987 

La prima spiegazione è stata formazione stellare indotta dal jet radio 



Unificazione degli AGN 

L’unificazione degli AGN è basata sul fatto che il loro aspetto dipende 
dall’angolo con cui li si guarda, perché emettono in maniera anisotropa 
per due motivi: 
1.  Oscuramento da parte del toro di polvere che circonda il BH. 
2.  Effetti di beaming relativistico 





Evidenze di emissione anisotropa 

-  Moti superluminali 
-  Asimmetria fra jet e counter-jet. 
-  Polarizzazione nell’ottico perpendicolare all’asse radio in 3C 234 a 
z=0.184 (Antonucci, 1984).   
-  Righe larghe polarizzate in NGC 1068 
(Antonucci, 1985) 

- Effetto Laing-Garrington: il lobo radio dalla parte del counter-jet è più 
depolarizzato del lobo dalla parte del jet (Laing 1988, Garrington 1988).    



Nube lungo l’asse radio di PKS2152-69 a z=0.028 

La nube ha un continuo molto 
blu (fν ~ ν3±1) e polarizzato 
(P ~ 10%) in direzione perpen- 
dicolare all’asse radio. 
Quindi deve essere illuminata 
da radiazione nucleare aniso- 
tropa (di Serego A. et al. 1988)  



Luce polarizzata in radio galassie distanti 

L’anno dopo abbiamo osservato due radio 
galassie distanti (3C277.2 a z=0.766 e 3C368 a 
z=1.132) che hanno un morfologia ottica 
allungata lungo l’asse radio e sono fortemente 
polarizzate (P~10-20%) in direzione 
perpendicolare all’asse radio. 
La radiazione polarizzata deve essere 
radiazione che è emessa in maniera anisotropa 
dal nucleo ed è diffusa verso di noi da 
materiale lungo l’asse radio (elettroni e/o 
polvere). 

Image Polarimetry of 3C 265 by Cohen et al. 1996 
V band, at z=0.811 λ~3000Å 



Potenza della spettro- 
polarimetria 

Lo spettro totale Itot è la somma di una 
componente non polarizzata Iu (luce 
stellare e NLR) e di una componente 
polarizzata Ip (continuo nucleare e BLR). 
La polarizzazione mostra: 
1.  Righe larghe più evidenti. 
2.  Hα con un picco doppio dato dalla 

componente stretta. 
3.  Il break a 4000Å provoca un salto 

nella polarizzazione. 
4.  Le righe strette non-polarizzate 

producono un “assorbimento” nella 
polarizzazione. 

5.  Gli assorbimenti stellari si vedono 
come emissioni nella polarizzazione. 

Dallo spettro totale e dalla polarizzazione 
è possibile ricavare Iu e Ip. 

Image Polarimetry of 3C 265 by Cohen et al. 1996 
V band, at z=0.811 λ~3000Å 



The relevance of cosmological birefringence 

Cosmological birefringence (CB) or, better, optical activity, is a frequency independent rotation 
of the plane of linear polarization for light traveling long distance trough the universe. 
It would arise in the context of violation of a number of fundamental physical principles: 
1.     Lorentz invariance and CPT violation: “The absence of cosmological birefringence sets 
the most stringent constraint on the 10 out of the 19 dimensionless parameters of the CPT-even 
part of the SME (the most general Extension of the Standard Model of elementary particles  
which provides a framework to search for Lorentz invariance violation)” (Kostelecky & Mewes 
2001); 
2.  EEP violation; 
3.  Pseudoscalar-photon interaction and axion theory (dark matter candidates); 
4.     Neutrino number asymmetry; 
5.     Non-standard theories, e.g. NLED (non-linear electrodynamics) 
See Ni 2008, 2010 for a review. 



A test of the Einstein Equivalence Principle (EEP) 
The equivalence principle equates a gravitational field and a uniformly accelerated frame (inertial 

mass = gravitational mass). It comes in three forms: 
1.  The weak equivalence principle (WEP, or Galilean EP) states the equivalence as far as the 

motion of free falling bodies is concerned. 
2.  The EEP extends the equivalence to all experiments involving non-gravitational forces; all 

metric theories of gravity are based on the EEP. 
3.  The strong equivalence principle (SEP) extends the equivalence also to gravitational 

experiments. 
The WEP is tested to an accuracy of ~10-13 by Eötvös type (torsion balance) experiments, while 

the EEP is tested to an accuracy of only ~10-4 by gravitational redshift experiments. 
In 1960 Schiff has conjectured that any complete, self-consistent theory of gravity, which obeys 

the WEP, would necessarily obey the EEP.  
However Ni (1973, 1977) has found a unique counterexample to Schiff’s conjecture: a 

pseudoscalar field φ that couples to electromagnetism in a Lagrangian of the form: 
                          L=-1/(16π) φ eµνρσ Fµν Fρσ 

leading to a violation of the EEP, while obeying the WEP. 
Carroll & Field (1991) have shown that, if such coupling were significant in a cosmological 

context, then the plane of polarization of light coming from very distant objects would be 
rotated during its journey across a considerable fraction of the size of the Universe.  

If we could show that such a rotation is not observed, we would conclude that the EEP is not 
violated in this unique fashion.                        



Methods for testing the existence of CB 

What is needed to test for CB is a distant source of linearly polarized radiation, for 
which the orientation of the plane of polarization at the emission is known. Since 
CB, if it exists, presumably increases with the distance traveled by the radiation, tests 
should use the most distant sources. 

The following methods have been used to test CB: 
1.  The radio polarization of radio galaxies and quasars 
2.  The optical/UV polarization of radio galaxies 
3.  The cosmic microwave background polarization 
4.  Other methods: polarization of pulsars and SNR, GRB duration, laboratory 

experiments.   



Birefringence test with the radio polarization of distant RG 

Carroll, Field & Jackiw (1990) have looked at the difference between the PA (χ) of the radio polarization, 
corrected for Faraday rotation (θ(λ) = αλ2 + χ), and the PA (ψ) of the radio axis of RG with 0.4<z<2 and 
P>5% and find a peak in the distribution at 90° (and a smaller one at 0°). From the width of the distribution 
they conclude that any rotation of the polarization must be smaller than 6.0° at the 95% confidence level.   



Difficulties for the radio birefringence test on RG 

Nodland & Ralston (1997), re-examining the data on the radio polarization of RG used by Carroll, Field & 
Jackiw (1990), claimed to have found a systematic rotation of the plane of polarization, independent of the 
Faraday one, and correlated with the angular position and with the distance of the RG, as much as 3.0 rad for 
the most distant sources. 
However several authors have independently and convincingly argued against this claim, both for problems 
with the statistical methods (Eisenstein & Bunn 1997, Carroll & Field 1997, Laredo et al. 1997) and by 
showing that the claimed rotation is not observed for the optical/UV polarization od 2 radio galaxies and for 
the radio polarization of several newly observed radio galaxies and quasars (Wardle, Perley & Cohen 1997).  



Improvement on the radio polarization method 
Theory and MHD simulations foresee that the projected magnetic field should be perpendicular to strong 
gradients in the total radio intensity. Since this information gets heavily diluted for the integrated polarization, 
more stringent tests can be performed using high resolution data and the local magnetic field’s alignment for 
individual sources. 



In fact Carroll (1998), using additional unpublished data (Leahy 1997), on the resolved radio polarization of 
10 RG, obtains an average constraint on any CB rotation of ϑ=-0.6°±1.5° at a mean redshift of 0.78. However 
the comment of Leahy (1997) remained unpublished and does not explain convincingly how the angle 
between the direction of the local intensity gradient and that of the polarization is derived 



Birefringence test with the optical/UV polarization of distant RG 

Cimatti, di Serego Alighieri, Field & Fosbury (1994) have used the perpendicularity between the optical/UV 
axis and the direction of the plane of optical/UV polarization to show that this plane is not rotated by more 
than 10° for every distant RG with a polarization measurement, up to z=2.63. This perpendicularity is strictly 
expected, since the elongation and the polarization are due to scattering of anisotropic nuclear radiation. The 
advantages of the optical/UV test over the radio one are: 
1.  It does not require correction for Faraday rotation. 
2.  It is based on a strict physical predition of the polarization orientation due to scattering. 
3.  It holds for every single distant RG, not just statistically. 



Image Polarimetry of 3C 265 by Cohen et al. 1996 
V band, at z=0.811 λ~3000Å 

Scattering of anisotropic optical/UV nuclear radiation in powerful radio galaxies 



Resolved optical polarization of radio galaxies 

Using the polarization map in the V-
band (3000 Å rest-frame) of 3C 
265, a radio galaxy at z=0.811, 
Wardle, Perley & Cohen (1997) 
obtain that the mean deviation of 
the 53 polarization vectors from the 
perpendicular to the line joining 
each vector to the nucleus is  

ϑ = -1.4°±1.1° 

However usually distant RG are so 
faint that only the integrated pola-
rization can be measured. Also in 
this case strict perpendicularity with 
the elongation direction is expected 
if the extended emission is domina-
ted by scattered radiation as is the 
case in the UV for the strongly po-
larized RG (Vernet et al. 2001).  



An update on the birefringence test with the UV polarization of distant RG 
Since our first test based on the optical/UV polarization of distant RG in 1994, several new polarization data 
have become available. Therefore we have made an update of the test (di Serego Alighieri, Finelli & 
Galaverni 2010, ApJ 715, 33). 
We have taken all the RG with z>2, P>5% in the UV (λ~1300Å), and elongated UV morphology, and 
measured the difference between the PA of the linear UV polarization and the PA of the UV axis. 

Assuming that the rotation of the polarization plane should be the same in every direction, we can set the 
average constraint on the rotation at the mean redshift of 2.80: 

θ = -0°.8 ± 2°.2 



Birefringence test based on the CMB at z~1100 

WMAP7 data (Komatsu et al. 2010) on CMB temperature and polarization. 
Top panel: model for a temperature hot spot. 
Bottom panel: coadded WMAP7 data for temperature hot spots. 



Birefringence limits from CMB polarization 

After the first detection of CMB polarization anisotropies by DASI in 2002. there have been several 
CB tests using the CMB polarization. The Table summarizes the results of the most recent ones. 



Other methods to test for CB 
Polarized galactic objects could contribute to the CB test, particularly for those cases where 
polarization measurements can be made with a high accuracy and at very high frequencies. 
Hard X-ray polarization observations of the Crab SNR have been used to set a limit to CB rotation  
θ = -1°±11° (Maccione et al. 2008, not particularly stringent for the low accuracy of X-ray polarization 
measurements. 

Hutsemekers et al. (2005) have provided evidence that the directions of linear polarization in the 
optical for a sample of 355 quasars (0<z<2.4) are non-uniformly distributed, being systematically 
different near the North and South Galactic Poles, particularly in some redshift ranges. 
Such behaviour could not be caused by CB, since a rotation of randomly distributed directions of 
polarization could produce the observed alignments only with a very contrieved distribution of 
rotations as a function of distance and position. 
Moreover this claim has not been confirmed by the radio polarization directions of a much larger 
sample of 4290 flat-spectrum radio sources (Joshi et al. 2007). 

The rotation of the plane of linear polarization can be seen as different propagation speeds for right- 
and left-circularly polarized photons (Δc/c). The sharpness of the pulses of pulsars in all Stokes 
parameters can be used to set limits corresponding to Δc/c≤10-17. However the other CB tests set much 
tighter limits of Δc/c≤10-32 (Goldhaber & Trimble, 1996). 

In a laboratory experiment the PVLAS collaboration claimed to have found a polarization rotation in 
the presence of a transverse magnetic field (Zavattini et al. 2006). However this effect was later found 
to be due to an instrumental artifact (Zavattini et al. 2007).  



In general, all the results of CB tests are consistent with a null rotation, within a few degrees, 
although there is a small tendency to negative values.  
Also the BICEP result is not confirmed by other more accurate measurements. 
The different methods are complementary, since they cover different wavelengths and distances. 
Methods at shorter wavelengths have an advantage, if CB effects grow with photon energy. 
Methods using more distant sources have an advantage and the CMB is unbeatable here. 
However the relative difference in light travel time between z=3 and z=1100 is only 16%. 
The integrated radio polarization method on RG has the disadvantage of not relying on a firm 
prediction of the polarization orientation at the source and of requiring Faraday correction. 
The UV polarization method on RG is the only one which has so far been successfully used to 
test for a rotation which is not uniform in all directions.  



Other applications of the Birefringence test 

As we have seen, upper limits on the rotation of the polarization plane can be used to constrain cosmological 
birefringence caused by the coupling of the electromagnetic field to pseudo-scalar fields, therefore to put 
limits on the existence of light pseudo-scalar particles. 
Such particles are viable candidates either for the dark matter (Kold & Turner 1990) or for the dark energy 
(Frieman et al. 1995), depending on their mass. Please see ApJ 715, 33 for details. 
The current situation is that the cosmological birefringence tests cannot at the moment set useful constraints 
on the nature of dark matter or dark energy. 



Future prospects 

Improvements in the accuracy of the CB test can be expected for all methods. 

It is already possible to do better targeted high-resolution radio polarization measurements of RG 
and quasars. 

More accurate UV polarization measurements of RG will be possible with the coming generation 
of giant optical telescopes (EELT, etc.) 

More accurate CMB polarization measurements will be possible with PLANCK and 
POLARBEAR (Miller et al. 2009). 

More accurate X-ray polarization measurements will be possible e.g. with POLARIX (Costa et al. 
2010) 



Further developments of the birefringence test with the UV pol. of RG 

Very recently Kamionkowski (2010) has used our data to set limits on a rotation of the plane of polarization, 
which depends on the direction in the sky α(θ,φ) with a spherical-harmonic variation and a stochastic 
variation. In the latter case the constraint is <α2>½ ≤ 3.7°. This non-uniform rotation is foreseen by some 
quintessence models (e.g. Li & Zhang 2010) and by some dark-matter models (Gardner 2008). 

Also, Kostelecky & Mewes (2001, 2002) have developed a formalism in which CPT is conserved, but 
Lorentz invariance is violated, and birefringence effects grow with photon energy. In this case our test based 
on UV photon is more suitable than those at longer wavelengths. 


